
 

Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ, 

 
Here we are! We have now begun our journey into 2022! Each of us are excited for the dawn of the new 
year, full of new promises, new hopes and new opportunities. As a friend of mine put it, this is also a 
chance to have a new chapter in life. You have the power to change things in life, and what better a time 
to make those important changes, than the dawn of a new year! 

 
While we look to improve ourselves in many different ways during 2022, I encourage us to  journey    
together towards a goal of spiritual awakening. No, I don’t mean some grand epiphany or something like 
that, I mean something simpler, and yet something that is just as meaningful.  
 

It seems that there are periods in life that our faith becomes a little dormant, and really it’s something 
that we take for granted. We go through the motions on Sunday, because this is what we’ve always done 
on Sunday morning. It’s tradition, we’ve always done it this way before.  

 
I invite you to work with me on crafting a worship experience that is meaningful to you.      Worship 
doesn’t necessarily need to look like it always has before, it should always be an   evolving experience, 
that is something you look forward to on a Sunday, and leaves you feeling energized to take on the week 
ahead! I look forward to this journey with you, and together we can make our faith even stronger, 
through the shared worship experience. 

 
Along with worship, I invite you all to look closer at practices that help build up your faith. Through 
meditative prayer, bible reading, daily devotionals, walks in nature or whatever motivates you to find the 
beauty in your faith and draws you closer to God. I find that when we take time to be with God in   
whatever way works for us, the better we are at facing whatever life throws at us.  Remember, we can 
do all things through Christ who strengthens us. (Philippians 4:13) 

 
I sincerely wish you all the best for what lies ahead for 2022, and remember, we are in this  together! 

Yours in Christ, 

 

Pastor Jake  
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Vivian Peterson  Jan. 1 
Russ Weber  Jan. 1 
Corey Wallin  Jan. 3 
Kayla Scheerle  Jan. 10 
Jim Kamphenkel  Jan. 10 
Lynda Ellis   Jan. 15 
Gracie Skalsy  Jan. 17 
Melissa Vorderbruggen Jan. 18 
Andy Tobler  Jan. 22 
Shana Rachey  Jan. 24 
Justin Halbersma Jan. 27 
Garry Nelson  Jan. 28 
Jenna Rachey  Jan. 28  

Happy Anniversary! 
Jim & Pam Weber January 15th  

 

Church pot-luck  January 23rd 
Bring a Dish to Share 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

RESOLVED FOR 2022: REBUILDING THE BASICS 

By: James C. Howell 

As we segue into 2022, we are realizing that some of the things we did well during the pandemic have revealed 
and maybe even exacerbated some challenges we were coping with long before the pandemic. Once exposed, 
we see more clearly what our work looks like next year. 

Early on, and wisely, we declared that “getting back” were the words that must not be said. We don’t plan to 
get back to church. We ask and dream of what we’re being called to going forward. This provided space to 
name new, more robust ways of being church. And we were lucky enough to have a campaign for a new build-
ing that provided a big, forward-looking dream. 

But who was moving forward? Who was dreaming with us? We had a solid online presence pre-COVID. Then 
with the in-person shutdown, we attracted a whole new audience. Worship numbers skyrocketed. People went 
so far as to join our church from other cities, states, and countries. Our small groups morphed into a mix of lo-
cal and distant   people. We were strutting a little over this technological evangelism. We’ve resolved to be hy-
brid moving forward. 

Now we understand, a little vaguely, who wasn’t tuning in. I’d bump into some of our most active folks, and 
they were clueless about what we were doing. Some are now finding their way into the building, but we enter 

2022   knowing we’ve lost – a lot. Some who weren’t deeply formed in the faith – reminding us we don’t do 
this so         well – didn’t miss church much. Some discovered what even my staff and I discovered: Sunday 
mornings for     lounging at home or hiking are way cool. And some who felt disenfranchised because of their 

political ideology or cross feelings about inclusion or immigrant efforts used the long radio silence as a big 
door to exit without having to explain things. 

Of course, people were drifting before COVID, which only hastened the drifting. How do we re-engage? Do 
our    energies go now to our newer people, or to recovering the lost sheep? Both – but do we have the band-

width? It’s about personal contact – which was what we lost since March 2020. One by one, saying We love 
you, we miss you, you matter. How to do this minus physical presence, how to get them to pay attention: we’ll 
try this and that, and   enlist those who stayed – we hope. 

And there’s this: how many people over the past 20 months have said “I saw you on TV”? Worship as enter-
tainment, passively watching: the problem is as old as Kierkegaard (or older), but pandemic viewing has made 
this more       entrenched, even enjoyable, but unsustainable and not very fruitful. We kept a list of “things we 
learned during COVID we’ll keep,” and at the top was the use of children and laity in worship. We’ll redouble 
that in 2022, and keep naming why it matters to show up. 

Americans were all about convenience in worship and church life pre-COVID. Unwittingly we fed the beast by 
giving lots of options and trying to lure people to show up. We are embracing twin ministry needs. Can we 

seize this moment in time to move the needle from people dipping their toes into church when it suits them toward 

being all in, for owning not just renting? The other (which may be a prerequisite for the first) popped up for me when a 
young man whom we didn’t know (who began tuning in during COVID) showed up, said I’m brand new to Christianity. 
How do I go about being a Christian and doing it well? I hope my face didn’t turn red when I fumbled for an answer. 
Hasn’t COVID shown us all how malformed, underformed, or unformed our people have been?  



And so, programmatically, our programmatic and liturgical themes for early 2022 are pretty basic. Following 
the lead of our children’s curriculum, partly because it’s on point, and partly to use this as leverage to re-
engage our young families who are our biggest (understandably!) drifters, we’ll walk through the life of Jesus, 
and why he matters. Utterly basic stuff – but with tags to connect with and actually help (we hope) people 
with things they’ve shared, again not new things, but intensified by the weird pandemic season. Jesus and rela-
tionships. Jesus and home – so in our homes, church as home, offering home for others. Jesus and mental 
health. Jesus and… Blanks are still being filled in. 

Our year-long stewardship theme is one we hope to use as a scaffold on which to hang all these learning       
endeavors: We Love Our Church. I mentioned our building campaign: we will have the quirky good fortune of 
bearing and hopefully delighting in the best visual aid ever, as 2022 will witness the demolition of one-third of 
our whole facility, and then with the cranes and trucks rolling in. How do we rebuild the church? That was 
how Jesus commissioned St. Francis. Speaking to him from a crucifix in Assisi, Jesus said “Rebuild my 
church, for as you can see, it is falling into ruin.” Ours has been for longer than we care to admit. 

And we’ll be wearing hard-hats. How often will I toss into a sermon Annie Dillard’s sharp wisdom: “It is   

madness to wear ladies’ velvet hats to church. We should all be wearing crash helmets.” With the stinging 
truth that we haven’t “the foggiest idea what sort of power we blithely invoke,” suspecting rightly that “no one     
believes a word of it,” she wonders if “the sleeping God may wake someday and take offense, or the waking 
God may draw us out to where we can never return.” Tearing down, rebuilding, and waiting on a shocking   

annihilation and rebirth from the Spirit. I hope this can be our prayer, if we don’t drift once more into passivity 
and timidity. 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Did you know we are reaching out to people beyond the four walls of our building?  A small group 

of individuals run the computer and camera for most worship events held in our sanctuary.  Last 

years ‘virtual’ Christmas Eve service holds the record for number of views with 98.  Weekly      

services vary greatly.  Sometimes in the thirties and sometimes in the teens. 

If you have an interest in joining the live-stream team please contact Garry Nelson at               

nelsminnesota2000@yahoo.com or 320/492-2588. 

Curious what the duties are?  Ask anyone running the camera at a service.   

Special thanks to the team for their outreach! 
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